CIT Teachers Celebrate Mid-Autumn’s Day with Local Students in UAB

On September 5th, 2014, some teachers of Confucius Institute of Troy (CIT) went to University of Alabama Birmingham (UAB) to participate in the theme activity of celebrating Mid-Autumn’s day invited by Foreign Language College of UAB. CIT teachers introduced the customs and culture of Chinese traditional Mid-Autumn’s day to students by the form of PPT, and explained the art of Chinese paper-cut and calligraphy to students and parents present. Getting their hands on paper-cut and writing Chinese characters with writing brush in person had pushed the activity to the climax. There were almost 100 people attended this activity. And the distribution of Chinese foods and mooncakes on the spot were praised unanimously by the guests. CIT Teachers Tingting Xiong, Chenghao Li, Guoxin Sun and Yang Yang took part in this activity.